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   FEBRUARY 25, 2022
 

Legislature Eyes Substantial Changes to
Workers' Compensation

 
The California State Legislature returned to
Sacramento to begin the second year of the
2021-2022 legislative session on January 3,
2022. In the second year of a two-year session
all bills from the prior year must pass out of the
"house of origin" (the house in which the bill
was introduced) by the end of January or else
they are dead for the session. Every January in
the second year of a two-year session sees a
flurry of activity and this year was no exception
even with the Legislature settling into new
office space and attempting to mitigate
employee infections related to the then-surging
Omicron variant of COVID-19.
 
Early Action on Workers' Compensation Bills 
One of the bills considered by the California State Senate in January was SB 213 by Senator Dave Cortese
(D - San Jose), which would establish a new expansive workers' compensation presumption for hospital
workers who provide direct patient care. The bill proposes to establish a legal presumption that any claimed
PTSD, infectious disease, respiratory disease, musculoskeletal injury, and some forms of cancer are caused by
their employment. The burden of proof in these types of cases would shift to the employer to prove that the
claimed injury or illness is, in fact, not related to the workplace. SB 213 was opposed aggressively by a large
coalition of employers in 2021 and the measure was narrowly defeated (with 20 "aye" votes it was only one
vote short of passage) on the Senate floor. Still in the "house of origin", the bill had to pass out of the Senate by
January 31, or it would be dead for the session. Senator Cortese made very minor amendments to the bill that
clarified the scope of cancer covered by the presumption and that was enough to move the one vote he
needed. The bill was passed by the Senate despite a complete lack of evidence that workers' compensation
claims for hospital workers aren't being accepted under the existing rules.
 
CCWC Partners with Insurers on Fraud Legislation
This year CCWC is partnering with the American Property Casualty Insurance Association (APCIA) to jointly
sponsor legislation that will strengthen efforts to combat insurance fraud. AB 1681, authored by
Assemblymember Tom Daly (D - Anaheim), would rework existing law to allow a local district attorney to
convene fraud roundtable meetings with representatives from the insurance industry and self-insured
employers. The meetings would be for the purpose of discussing suspected, anticipated, or completed acts of
insurance fraud and will help identify and adjust to trends in fraud.
 
The proposal expands an existing program and opens the door to employer participation in the roundtables,
which was not expressly permitted in the current law. Fraud is not the biggest driver of cost in workers'
compensation insurance, but when it occurs it can be expensive for employers and devastating for injured
workers. AB 1681 will strengthen the anti-fraud infrastructure in California and help connect employers more
directly and formally with peers and investigators. The bill will first be heard in the Assembly Insurance
Committee, but no date has been set.
 
New Batch of Bills Introduced
The deadline for legislators to introduce new bills for the 2022 legislative year was February 18, 2022. The
CCWC Board of Directors is in the process of reviewing newly proposed bills and considering formal positions.
There are, however, a few newly introduced bills that we're calling early attention to.

AB 1751 (Daly) - COVID-19 Presumption Extension 
The existing workers' compensation presumption for COVID-19 was established in 2020 by SB 1159,
which was authored by retired Senator Jerry Hill (D - San Mateo) and current Assemblymember Tom
Daly (D - Anaheim). Both legislators were, at the time, chairs of the standing committees that oversee
workers' compensation policy in the legislature. The Senate Labor, Public Employment & Retirement
Committee Chair is now Senator Dave Cortese (D - San Jose), but Assemblymember Daly continues to
be Chair of the Assembly Insurance Committee. SB 1159, and the workers' compensation presumption
for COVID-19, are set to sunset on January 1, 2023. If the presumption is to be extended, then
legislation will need to be passed this year. AB 1751 by Assemblymember Daly is an effort to have a
reasonable discussion about extending the policy, or not. 

CCWC was opposed to SB 1159 and we were proud to work with our coalition partners throughout the
legislative process. CCWC was able to effectively mitigate the worst ideas proposed by the legislature
and ensure that any presumption was limited and temporary. The workers' compensation system is
perfectly capable of addressing workplace claims related to COVID-19 and this presumption policy is no
longer needed. CCWC will work in 2022 to minimize the impact of further COVID-19 presumptions on
struggling California employers.

SB 1127 (Atkins) - Shortened Timeframes for Accepting Claims 
This bill is an approximate reintroduction of a bill that was opposed by a massive coalition of employers
and insurers in 2021. That bill, SB 335 by Senator Cortese, proposed to shorten the timeframe for
employers to accept or reject a workers' compensation claim, increased the amount of medical care
available to an injured employee while the employer evaluates the claim, and would have imposed new
massive penalties on employers for "unreasonable delays" in providing benefits. SB 335 was sponsored
by the California Professional Firefighters Association.

SB 1127, authored by Senate President Pro Tem Toni Atkins (D - San Diego) and sponsored by the
California Professional Firefighters Association, picks up where the prior effort left off. The bill would
shorten the timeframe for employers to investigate and decide on claimed workplace injuries. For any
claim with an applicable presumption, the timeframe to investigate and decide on claims would fall from
90 to 30 days under the proposal. For all other claims, the investigation and decision would have to be
made in 60 days. Within a compressed timeframe, employers will have to identify and acquire related
medical and prior claim records, select a physician with the injured worker, schedule a comprehensive
medical-legal evaluation, and obtain the medical report needed to inform any decision. 

The overwhelming majority of claims (86%) are accepted, and benefits are provided within 90 days.
Since not all claimed injuries are valid, some portion of claims must be delayed and investigated more
thoroughly to make an informed decision about compensability. SB 1127 does nothing to speed the
process of investigating claims and acquiring the evidence needed to justify an employer's decision. SB
1127 instead backs employers into a corner by shortening the period in which they must make
complicated coverage decisions without speeding up the rest of the system to make it possible. This
virtually guarantees that employers won't have sufficient time to conduct a proper investigation on
questionable or fraudulent claims. Claims that are not rejected prior to the timeframe are subject to a
presumption of compensability. 

Finally, SB 1127 imposes new penalties of up to $100,000 per occurrence for "unreasonably rejected
claims of injury or illness" if those injuries or illnesses are covered by specific presumptions. So not only
will public employers have to make decisions far quicker, but the penalty for incorrectly denying a claim
within that purposefully rushed timeframe would also increase substantially.

SB 1458 (Limon) - Workers' Compensation Benefits: Gender Disparity 
The workers' compensation system provides multiple types of benefits to workers who are injured on the
job. Indemnity benefits such as temporary disability and permanent disability are based on a computation
of the workers "average weekly wage" and the formula for that computation is set in statute. SB 1458 by
Senator Monique Limon proposes to increase an injured worker's average weekly wage to account for
gender-based pay disparities.

Previous legislation, SB 973 (Jackson, 2020), requires employers with 100 employees or more to provide
certain data on employee pay to the Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH). SB 1458
would propose to put that data to use by modifying the temporary and permanent disability benefit
amounts of injured workers based on the gender-related pay data submitted by their specific employer. If
an injured workers' specific employer has not submitted pay data, then alternative data sources will be
consulted to facilitate the adjustment in benefits.

 
CCWC will continue to keep members updated and engaged in our advocacy efforts throughout the legislative
process. In the meantime, we hope you've registered for our marquee event of the year - 18th Annual
Conference: Legislative & Educational Forum presented by Sedgwick - which will be held June 8-10,
2022, at Disney's Grand Californian Hotel & Spa in Anaheim. Get ready for an event that promises timely and
thought-provoking political dialogue, informative educational sessions, a rousing vendor expo, and some of the
finest networking on the planet.
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